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 Proximate cause is an event which is closest to, or 
immediately responsible for causing, some observed result. 

..in contrast to..

 Ultimate cause (or distal cause) which is usually thought of as 
the "real" reason something occurred

Proximate and ultimate causation



 A proximate cause is an event sufficiently related to an injury 
that the courts deem the event to be the cause of that injury

 Two types of causation in the law: proximate cause and 
cause-in-fact.

 Cause-in-fact is determined by the "but for" test: But for the 
action, the result would not have happened

In law..



 Individual blame is the tendency of a group or society to 
hold the individual responsible for his or her situation

 System blame is the tendency to focus on social factors that 
contribute to one's fate

In sociology..



 Establishing what happened

 Identifying pathways to avoidance

 Identifying transgressions and reinforcing moral and 
regulatory boundaries

 Finding an explanation for the suffering that has occurred

The psychology of accident investigation: 
epistemological, preventative, moral and existential 

meaning-making
Dekker, 2014



 Things that can make an accident investigation satisfying in one respect, say 
in establishing what happened, can make it unsatisfactory in other respects, 
such as understanding suffering.

 Pin pointing narrow sets of causes can be impossible

 Ideas of fairness and accountability can be challenged

 Actors or agencies with competing interests, purposes and motives can lead 
to different descriptions of reality

 Effects in complex systems emerge from interactions of a multitude of parts

 Multiple contradictory narratives of the same event can be true at the same 
time

 “People would rather feel guilty than helpless”

 “We should understand that error and failure are inevitable by-products of 
pursuing success in a resource-constrained, goal-conflicted world” 

Dekker, 2014





 Introduction

 Investigation

 Analysis

 Conclusions
 Findings - “are statements of all significant conditions, 

events or circumstances in the accident sequence..they
are not always causal”

 Causes – can be a subset of the findings and can be 
“causal” or “contributory”

 Safety Recommendations

Format of the report









 2 a/c @FL 360
 Controlled by Skyguide
 ATCO working two stations at the same time
 High workload
 Delayed radar data
 Instructs Tu-154 to descend then Tu’s TCAS commands a climb
 B757 TCAS descend
 ATCO unaware of TCAS alerts

Aftermath
ATCO gets PTSD then killed by bereaved father of two of the victims
Clarification of regulation
2007 three Skyguide managers get suspended prison sentences and a 
fourth fined.

Ueberlingen tragedy
1 July 2002. Tu-154 v B757 mid-air collision. 

69 deaths



 Separation infringement not noticed by ATC

 ATC instruction to descend continued after a/c TCAS 
demands climb

 Muddled ACAS/TCAS integration and regulation

 All work stations not open at night

 Management tolerance of one controller resting and 
the other working

Causes



..including

 No practical TCAS training for the Tu crew

 Tu ops manual said prioritise ATC

 Radar computer not available to the controllers

 Phone links to adjacent ATC units u/s

 Sectorisation work had not been coordinated with ATC

 a/c on different frequencies could not hear each other

 Tu pilot’s decision to descend did not take into account the 
likely complimentary alert to the other crew

 TCAS calls missed by the ATCO

52 findings..





Causal factors

 a/c did not achieve sufficient height because of low entry speed and 
low engine thrust

 An escape manoeuvre was not carried out 

Contributory factors

 Pilot did not perceive an escape manoeuvre was necessary

 Pilot not trained to do the escape manoeuvre in the Hunter

 Change in ground track produced an exit track along the A27

 The manoeuvre took place above an area occupied by the public

 The crash was outside the area that the organisers had control over.

Shoreham Disaster, Hawker Hunter, 
22 August 2015



88 findings –

 55. The CAA had no means of determining the safety of flying displays 
other than by attending them. It attended 7% of the flying displays it 
approved in 2015 and 2.8% of those it approved in 2014.

 56. The CAA had not established an acceptable level of safety 
performance for display flying.

The regulator believed the organisers of flying displays owned the risk. 
Conversely, the organiser believed that the regulator would not have 
issued a Permission for the display if it had not been satisfied with the 
safety of the event. 

Shoreham Disaster, Hawker Hunter, 
22 August 2015




